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Foreword
Many surveys of libraries are born of discontent or bred of deter-
mination to correct a bad situation. The present study was different. It
arose from the desire of a good staff to improve, wherever possible, a
program that is already strong. The University of Illinois Library is
sound. The faculty and students are conspicuously proud of its resources
and service; they praise it on every occasion. They speak warmly of the
librarians who touch upon their work. The members of the staff are alert,
able, and devoted to their jobs. The organisation evinces many years of
purposeful, effective administration.
But even the best of libraries have problems, and this observer
was invited to study those particular problems that relate to the technical
departments at Illinois. Since these departments are, on the whole, do-
ing an excellent job, no effort was made to cover systematically all aspects
of their services. Instead, the observer simply joined the staff more or
less informally for a few weeks to review selected problems with them and
to support their own efforts, already well under way, to achieve satisfactory
solutions.
The observer reviewed the recent reports of the library, the
numerous manuals of procedure that guide the work of the technical depart-
ments, and other documents of interest. He interviewed the:heads of all
divisions in the technical departments, a number of the heads of the service
departments, and many faculty. The greater part of his time, however,
was spent in conference with members of the technical services staff,
particularly the supervisory staff, with whom proposed modifications of
procedure were discussed in detail--indeed, considerably more detail
than is reported here. For example, forms and procedures from a number
of other libraries were collected, examined, and compared with those of
Illinois. Drafts of certain procedures that might be useful at Illinois were
prepared at an early date and in some cases were revised several times
as a result of staff contributions. Meanwhile meetings were being held
with as many of the non-supervisory staff as time permitted.
Altogether, the experience was a most pleasant and profitable one,
at least for the observer, who probably learned more from the Illinois
staff than they learned from him. He has a fat folder of good ideas to
carry back to Stanford. The staff was most cordial and cooperative.
By way of background it may be recalled that the technical services
at Illinois are coordinated and administrated by an Associate Director.
The technical services now consist of two major departments: Acquisition
and Catalog. The Acquisition Department is divided into six divisions:
Purchase, Gift and Exchange, Serials, Periodicals, Documents, and
Photographic Reproduction. The Catalog Department is also divided into
six divisions: General Catalog, Serials Catalog, Card, Catalog Main-
tenance, Binding, and General Clerical. The two departments now em-
ploy a total of 113 staff members in full-time equivalents--53 profes-
sional and 60 non-professional, including student help. The library now
spends about $430, 000 per year on books, subscriptions, and binding.
In 1953-54 a total of 39, 000 titles, ,or 109, 000 volumes, were processed.
aPURCHASING
SPresent Practice
The Purchase Division of the Acquisition Department has evolved
an ingenious procedure that combines the use of a Keysort card with a
sheet (or list) order form and photoclerk copies of the Keysort card.
This system employs the following basic records:
1. The Order and Receipt File, containing outstanding orders
together with orders received but still in process.
2. The pink sheet file, a file of carbon copies of the order lists
arranged by dealer.
3. The yellow sheet file, a file of carbon copies of the order
lists arranged by order number.
4. The ledger for accounting purposes.
5. The dead file, containing orders completed within a four.year
period.
A simplified version of the present procedure follows:
Searching
Keysort order card searched. (This card is designated below as K.)
Placing Order
Orders typed in triplicate in list form on sheets.
Yellow copy filed by order number, for snags only.
Pink copy filed by dealer, for snags only.
White copy (original) sent to dealer.
Accounting
K is coded by fund, author, dealer, date of order, and rush.
Funds committed in ledger.
K filed alphabetically in Order and Receipt File, using author code
to expedite.
Receiving
K withdrawn from Order and Receipt File. Cost and date added.
K coded for date of receipt, and to show order completed or
partially completed.
Book sent to Catalog Department.
K photoclerked and copy sent to Catalog Department.
K refiled in Order and Receipt File, again using author code to
expedite.
Follow-up and accounting (the i"re-estimation")
Three times per year, unfilled orders needled by fund from Order and
Receipt File.
Adjustment of ledger by running tape on orders still unfilled.
Masked photoclerk copies of K prepared for follow-up.
K refiled in Order and Receipt File.
Post- cataloging
After cataloging, cataloger's copy slip sent to Order and Receipt File
Sto clear K.
K filed in dead file.
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Problems Arising from Present Practice
While the present procedure appears to operate as economically
as most good systems--perhaps more economically than most--, the
following difficulties have been pointed out.
1. The system leaves certain gaps in the continuity of the record
in the Order and Receipt File.
a.) No information about a new order is available in the ORF
until after the Keysort card has been coded, the funds encumbered
in the ledger, and the card filed in the ORF.
b.) No information is available in the ORF from the time an
order is received (and the Keysort card pulled) until after a photo-
clerk copy of the Keysort card has been made for the Catalog De-
partment (and the card refiled),
These gaps are troublesome to the staff and probably result in
some duplication of orders. No means of evaluating these difficulties,
however, were found.
2. As a result of the "re-estimation" procedure, exact data of the
following two kinds are available only three times per year.
a.) Exact data about unencumbered balances in the book funds
are obtainable only at the time of re-estimation- -that is, when
the ORF is sorted by funds and outstanding orders totalled for
the purpose of adjusting the ledger.
b.) No list of the books on order against any fund is available
for review except for a day or two during the re-estimation.
These two difficulties would be serious in many libraries that
are relatively poor in book money and must therefore scrutinize more
closely all orders and accounts, and that do not benefit from a full
system of professionally staffed departmental libraries that assume a
large measure of responsibility for the control of orders by funds. Act-
ually, these difficulties do not appear to be serious at Illinois at the pres-
ent time, although the departmental libraries cannot, of course, help to
control the use of general library funds.
3. Certain characteristics of the present system result in pro-
cedural delays that are undesirable.
a.) The follow-up procedure can be activated only at infrequent
intervals, even for rush orders, since the only approach to the
order records by dealer and date of order is the Keysort code in
the alphabetical Order and Receipt File. Outstanding orders are
presently sorted from this file only three times per year. Some
orders therefore wait seven or eight months before being claimed.
b.) The necessity of making a photoclerk copy of the Keysort
card for the Catalog Department normally delays the cataloging
process one day.
54. Several coding operations on the Keysort card are of doubtful
value and may represent an unjustifiable expenditure of time.
a.) The coding by dealer apparently had no subsequent use at
all and was discontinued during the course of this inquiry.
b.) The coding for rush orders results only in priority
claiming of such orders during, but not before, the general re-
estimation every four months.
c.) The coding for date of receipt of the order is used only to
remove the order cards from the dead file after a four-year per-
iod. This date is also stamped on the face of the card for easy
reference.
d.) The coding by date of order was originally intended to help
segregate orders outstanding for a sufficient period of time to
justify claiming. In practice, however, this segregation is done
manually during the re-estimation. The coding was therefore
discontinued during the course of this inquiry
Other coding operations appear to be necessary or justifiable within the
framework of the present order procedure.
a.) The coding by author is used to sort the order cards in a
rough, preliminary way for filing in the ORF or the Dead File.
This filing operation is repeated three times at the minimum.
b.) The coding by fund is used to arrange outstanding orders by
funds for revision of encumbrances during the re-estimation.
c.) The coding to indicate whether an order has been partially
or completely filled is used, also during re-estimation, to iso-
late outstanding from completed orders and partially completed
orders from other orders still outstanding.
5. Two files, the pink and yellow sheet files, serve no regular
purpose in the order procedure, except to solve occasional snags.
6. Although an effort is being made to encourage the submitting
of the Keysort order card in typed form, a great many are still received
in manuscript and are subsequently handled in that undesirable form
throughout the order process. A number of manuscript cards must be
copied by the Purchase Division in order to achieve legibility. Cor-
rections made on the cards by the searchers are, of course, always
in manuscript and remain that form throughout the process. The
question has been asked, moreover, whether the Acquisition Department
can properly insist, for its own convenience, that any of the order cards
be typed.
7. No provision is made for notification when an order is placed.
Notification is not given until the book has been cataloged and prepared for
use, unless (a) the order is not placed or (b) it is cancelled, or (c) a
report is received from the agent.
Possible Chances
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Although no firm recommendation regarding the adoption of new
procedures is ventured here, it is believed that the staff should review
carefully, if only for purposes of comparison, the merits of a multiple
order form procedure. Such a procedure would correct the difficulties
noted above, although it would introduce new difficulties at several points.
A simplified outline of such a procedure, using a five-part form plus the
original order card, is presented below. The basic records employed by
this system are:
1. Order and Receipt File: an alphabetical list of orders out*
standing, or received but still in process.
2. Dealers File: a list of outstanding orders only, arranged by
order number (chronologically) under name of dealer.
3. Outstanding Fund File: a list of outstanding orders arranged
by fund.
4. Completed Find File: a list of orders completed, arranged also
by fund.
5. A ledger for accounting purposes.
6. A Dead File, if desired, for orders completed and processed.
Searching
MSS order card searched. (This card is designated below as.01)
Searching data recorded on this card.
Placing order
Type five-part form (one-time carbons interleaved)
File copies 1 and 5, also 0, in Dealers File (DF), chronologically
(by order number) under dealer. Rush orders filed first.
File 3 in Order and Receipt File (ORF) by author and title.
Send 4 to bookkeeper.
Send 2 to dealer.
Accounting
Bookkeeper totals commitments from batch of 4's, enters total in
ledger.
File 4 under fund in Outstanding Fund File.
Follow-up
Photoclerk copy with mask from copy 1 in DF. Routine reading
of early orders under each dealer.
Receiving
Withdraw 1, 5, and 0 from DF, add price and date to each.
Send 5 to bookkeeper.
Send 1 and 0 to ORF. Re place 3 in OSFwith 1 to show book re-
ceived, price, date, etc.
Send 3 and 0 with book to catalogers.
Ac counting
When bookkeeper collects a batch of 5's, showing actual cost,
pulls corresponding 4's from Outstanding Fund File, runs
tape on 41s and 5's, takes difference and adjusts ledger.
7File 5's in Completed Fund File, showing books actually purchased
by fund.
Send 4 to departmental libraries as notice that book has been re-
ceived and is in process.
Post- cataloging
After cataloging, send 0 to departmental librarians as notice that
book is ready for use.
Return 3 to ORF to clear 1.
File 1 in Dead File, if desired.
Use 3 for acquisition list, or other purposes, or discard.
Whether or not this alternative procedure would take more work than
the present procedure is debatable. Both procedures require one typing
operation. The present procedure involves nine necessary filing and/or
withdrawal operations (1 by order number, 1 by dealer, and 6 by author-
title, plus the needling of ORF by fund); the alternative procedure also
involves nine such operations (3 by fund, 2 by dealer, and 4 by author-
title). The difficult filings by author-title in the present procedure are
expedited in four out of the six cases by the author coding on the Keysort
card, but the alternative procedure omits the labor of coding. Also the
present procedure requires the photoclerking of the order card to produce
a copy for the catalogers; the alternate system does not.
It appears that a choice between these two systems might have to
be decided on grounds other than the total cost of the systems. From a
functional point of view, !h, aitekrnative system would obviate all the dif-
ficulties noted above in the present system.
1. No gaps would occur in the information available in the Order
and Receipt File, and detailed information about orders charged to part-
icular funds--orders completed as well as those still outstanding-* would
be immediately and separately accessible at-all times.
2. The follow-up procedure could be organized on a current, day-
by-day schedule, with first follow-up in two months after an order was
placed, for example, and cancellation one month later if no reply is
received. The earliest orders under each dealer in the Dealers File
would be read to activate the follow-up procedure. Also, the delay in
cataloging due to photoclerking the order card would be eliminated.
3. All coding operations would be eliminated. Rush orders
would be filed first under dealer in the Dealers File for special attention
in the follow-up procedure. The fund files would take the place of coding
by fund. Coding by date of order would no longer be necessary to separate
orders outstanding for different period of time, because the orders would
be filed chronologically by order number under dealers in the Dealers
File. The coding to indicate whether an order has been partially or
completely filled would also become unnecessary, because the Dealers
File, which would contain only outstanding or partially completed
orders, would be used instead of the Order and Receipt File for follow-
up purposes.
84. Whereas the major burden of the entire order process is now
borne by one frequently handled file, and two other existing files are sel-
dom consulted (the yellow and pink files of carbons of the order sheets),
the alternative procedure would distribute the burden more evenly over
several distinctly functional files.
5. All copies of the order form in all files would be typed. The
only exception would be the original manuscript card, and that card
would travel throughout the order process in company with a typed form.
No manuscript corrections would ordinarily be required on the typed
forms, since the searching would have been completed before the forms
were typed.
6. The alternative procedure would provide a copy of the order
form for notification of the departments when the book is received. It
would also provide two copies for the Catalog Department, one being the
original for notification of the departmental librarians when the book is
ready for use. This original order form would also transmit to the cat-
alogers the searching data recorded by the Acquisition Department.
In general, the alternative system would supply information more
coveniently to both the order staff and the departmental librarians, and
would expedite the follow-up and cataloging procedures. It would, how-
ever, have certain disadvantages. The order forms, being slips of paper,
would be more difficult to handle than the Keysort cards, and the con-
venience of author coding to filing would be lost. Also, it may be
argued that the fund files, while desirable in some libraries, are not
worth the cost at Illinois.
A second alternative system might also be studied: a combination
of the multiple order form with coding similar to Keysort, again with-
out the sheet order form. For this system a new type of form would
need to be designed: a four-part 3 x 5 form with one-time carbons
interleaved. The entire assembly would be punched for coding on the
right edge (for fund) and the bottom (for author). Copies 1, 2, and 3
would consist of paper, and copy 4 would be a card of much heavier
stock. Two basic records would be used with this system: the Order
and Receipt File (alphabetical by author-title) and the Dealers File (al-
phabetical by dealer, then chronological by order number).
Searching
Search MSS order card, (This card is designated below as 0.)
Placing order
Type four-part form, tear out copies 2 and 3 with all carbons,
and code copies 1 and 4, plus 0, for fund and author. Staple
1 and 0 together.
File 1 and 0 in ORF, using code to arrange.
Send 2 and 3 to dealer.
Send 4 to bookkeeper.
9Accounting
Encumber funds in ledger,
File 4 in Dealers File.
Follow-up
Routine reading of early orders under dealer in Dealers File.
Masked photoclerk copy of 4.
Receiving
Book accompanied by 3 (or 3 returned as report).
Pull 4 from Dealers File, add price and date to 3 and 4.
Send 3 to departmental librarians as notice that book has been
received.
Send 4 to ORF, using code to arrange. Pull 1 and 0 and sub-
stitute 4, to show book received and in process.
Send 1 and 0 (still stapled) with book to cataloger.
Accounting (re-estimation)
Three times per year, sort Dealers File by fund (using code),
run tape, and adjust ledger.
Refile cards by dealer.
Post-cataloging
After cataloging, send 0 to departmental librarians as notice
that book is ready for use,
Return 1 to ORF to clear 4 (use code to arrange).
File 1 in Dead File (use code to arrange), if desired.
Use 3 for other purpose, or discard.
This system requires eight filing and/or withdrawal operations,
which is one less than required by either the present system or the
first alternative. Three of these would be expedited by the author code,
and one by the fund code.
This system combines many of the advantages of the present
system (notably the re-estimation procedure, the author coding, and
the use of a heavy card), with those of the multiple order form. A
routine, prompt, and continuous follow-up procedure could be estab-
lished. The record in the ORF would stand uninterrupted, and no
photoclerking would be required to provide copy for the catalogers.
All files would be active and useful; the sheet order form and its car-
bons would be eliminated. ,All forms would be typed, and the cards
used for both the Dealers File and the ORF would be of heavy stock
(copy 4) or stapled to heavy stock (original order card). Notice of
the receipt of books would be supplied to the departmental librarians.
There would be no fund files, however, and this of course would
mean that information about orders charged to particular funds would
still be unavailable, except during re-estimation. If this deficiency
can continue to be rationalized on the grounds that the departmental
librarians keep, or should keep, adequate records of outstanding
orders by funds, this second alternative might well prove to be an
improvement over either the present system or the first alternative
described earlier.
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A transition to this procedure could be effected as follows:
1. From ORF, separate the cards for books received from those
for books still outstanding.
2. Trim to 3 x 5 size the cards (Keysort) for books received and
interfile with the "old order file" (a file of 3 x 5 cards representing books
received up to 1948, sent to the catalogers, but not yet cleared), This
combined file would then represent the cataloging backlog to the date of the
transitioni
3. Let the old ORF cards (Keysort) for books still outstanding
stand separately for six months or so, or until a major part of the books
had been received. Then retype the rest on the new order forms and
file into the new ORF and the Dealers File.
4. Meanwhile, the new ORF and the De alers File would have been
started with the new forms at the date of the transition, The presence or
absence of an order slip (copy 3) received with a book would indicate
whether that book had been ordered under the new or the old procedure.
SERIALS
Present Practice
The University of Illinois follows a traditional pattern for the
processing of serial publications, a scheme that requires the current
recording of serials (including periodicals) in a variety of files in the
Acquisition Department and the subsequent posting of volumes in two
shelf-lists and (excepting periodicals) in the general catalog. The
Catalog Department is responsible for the establishment of entries and
the preparation of cards for the catalog and shelf-lists. The principal
peculiarity of the Illinois plan is the increasing use of a publip shelf-
list as the basic record of both the holdings of serial volumes and
their locations.
The term "serials" at Illinois is defined as a publication issued
less than three times per year. ,A "periodical" is a publication issued
three or more times per year. Except when indicated, these terms will
be used with these meanings throughout the rest of this report.
Three divisions of the Acquisition Department are concerned with
serials and periodicals: the Serials Division, the Periodicals Division,
and the Documents Division, the last having been separated quite recently
from the other two. Each is responsible for all acquisitional procedures
relating to its type of material and for the current recording of the
material in its checking files. The files in the Serials Division'are
divided into two basic sections: purchased serials and gift-exchange
serials; the gift-exchange files are divided into several sub-sections.
The files in the Documents Division are divided into sections for U S.,
state, and international documents. Foreign and local documents are
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still processed by the Serials Division, but are scheduled to be trans-
ferred to the Documents Division soon. The Serials and Documents
Divisions, but not the Periodicals Division, are also responsible for
posting new materials in the general catalog and the shelf-lists.
Periodicals, when bound, are recorded in the shelf-lists, but
not the general catalog, by the Binding Division of the Catalog Depart-
ment. The other cataloging unit that works with serials is the Serials
Cataloging Division. Thus there are five separate divisions in the
technical departments that bear responsibility for the processing 6f
serials and periodicals.
Difficulties Arising from Present Practice
in general this practice is costly and cumbersome, and in
certain respects it is inefficient.
1. There is considerable duplication of records. A serial,
fot example, is posted four times before it is ready for use:(a) in
the serial checking file, (b) in the official shelf-list, (c) in the public
ahelf-liist and (d) in the general catalog. Additional postings occur
in the departmental libraries. A periodical is posted three times, not
including departmental operations, before the bound volume is ready
for uuse The nature of all these duplicate recordsis essentially the
same.
2. There is considerable scattering of information about
serials and periodicals, with complete information available at no
central point. The shelf-lists and the general catalog omit data on
holdings of current periodicals, while the current periodical files.
in the Acquisition Department are not only remote from the public
service departments but are also closed during evenings, weekends,
and other times when the service departments are open. Unbound
and uncataloged serials and periodicals are generally not posted in
the public records.
3, The public shelf-list has in recent years become the basic
public record of serial holdings and locations, and this list is, of
course, arranged by call number. This arrangement requires all
readers and staff members to obtain the call number from some other
t ecord, usually the general catalog, before the basic record can
be consulted. Such a two-step procedure is an inconvenience as
compared with direct, single-step consultation of an alphabetical
file. (See section below on Shelf-lists.)
UIBRA IY O tUNIVERTOF i ItflYOliS
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Possible Changes
In 1949 the Associate Director for Technical Departments recom-
mended that Illinois establish a central serial record, and there is still
considerable staff interest in the implementation of that recommendation.
Such a record would bring together in one place the data that are now so
widely scattered and duplicated; it would become the library's single,
official record of serial and periodical holdings. It would become, in the
purest sense, a specialized supplement to the general catalog; the catalog
and shelf-lists would still contain full sets of cards for these materials,
but would refer the reader to the serial record for information about
holdings. With one important exception (closed sets), the volumes of
any title acquired by the library would no longer be recorded in the gen-
eral catalog and shelf-lists.
Although full sets of cards would still be made for the general
catalog and shelf-lists, these cards would be simplified in such a man-
ner that few revisions would be necessary. They would, for example,
show publisher and place, unless self-evident in the author and title;
but all dates would be omitted, exception date of first publication, which
would be given in a note. The open entry form would not be used. Size,
volumes, illustrations, and frequency would be omitted. Notes on title
changes, mergers, etc., would, however, be given. The essential pur-
pose of these cards would be to identify the title and to refer the reader
to the serial record.
The serial record itself would be created from the current check-
ing files in the Serials, Periodicals, and Documents Divisions of the
Acquisition Department, together with the record of bound and cataloged
volumes in the shelf-lists. It would therefore combine the records of
both current and non-current, bound and unbound, and cataloged and
uncataloged materials.
The exact form of the serial record could vary considerably,
but for present purposes it will be assumed that current periodicals
would continue to be posted in rotary files separate from the main body
of the record, and that the main body of the record would continue to
consist of 3 x 5 cards. Government documents could continue to be
handled in a separate alphabet, if desired. In general, however, it is
believed that the best interests of both processing and service would be
served by consolidating the present files as far as possible.
A serial record of this type would be used, of course, for public
service as well as for the current posting of new acquisitions. In some
libraries (e. g., the University of Chicago), the record is located in
the technical departments, and service is provided largely by telephone.
However, a location convenient to the service departments and to the
public itself (close to the general catalog if at all possible) is much to
be preferred. Even so, a serial record cannot readily be treated as a
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public tool because of (a) its inevitable complexity and (b) the continual
presence of the checking staff. The ideal is ptobably a kind of semi-
public arrangement, with information offered by the staff across a
service counter. Since the record would be frequently consulted for
both service and processing purposes, a considerable spread in the
physical arrangement of the record would be needed to minimize'con-
gestion.
Once a serial record was established, new titles would be pro-
cessed as follows. Since all serials and periodicals would be taken
directly to the serial record for posting, the presence of a new title
would be discovered first at that point. A temporary checking card
would be made for the serial record. If the title were a subscription,
the first issue would be routed to the catalogers. If it were a gift or an
exchange, the first issue would be routed to the Acquisition Department
for decision about whether it should be added to the libraity.
The Acquisition Department would review the title, its source,
its Usefulness, etc. It would then return the issue with a decision card
telling whether to add or discard the title, whether to catalog it or not,
whether to claim and complete it, what location it should be sent to, or
whether it should be held in limbo until the information necessary for
decision is available. The Acquisition Department would also determine
the source of the title, its method of receipt, etc. and pass that data
on to the serial record staff. Issues of titles to be cataloged would
then be sent to the catalogers. Issues not to be cataloged would be
sent directly to the departmental libraries or to other designated locations.
The catalogers would then establish.the form of entry, assign
the classification number, and prepare and file the cards in the general
catalog and the shelf-lists--cards designed to show no holdings, but
to refer the reader to the serial record. Permanent locations could
be stamped on the shelf-list cards. The issues would then be returned
to the serial record, with a form showing entry, decisions about
analytics, and the like.
The serial record staff would prepare its regular checking card
and route the issue to its location. Subsequent title or other changes
that require revision of cataloging would be reported to the catalogers
by the serial record staff, and the catalogers would make the changes
on the catalog and shelf-list cards.
For temporary locations, a system of drop cards could be
adopted in the general catalog, the public shelf-list, or the serial
record, or in any combination of these.
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When periodicals and serials are bound, the Binding Division
would transmit a copy. of the binding form to the serial record in order
that the information may be posted there. (See the section of this
report on Binding.)
If the catalogers should decide to classify and catalog a serial
separately, the serial record would route subsequent issues to the cat-
alogers for processing as a book. If Library of Congress analytics
are desired, the analytical cards on standing order would be checked
upon receipt in the serial record to determine whether corresponding
issues have arrived; or, if analytical cards are to be made locally,
the serial record would route the issues currently to the catalogers.
When a serial or periodical has ceased publication and the file
is complete, when the decision has been reached to acquire no more
issues, or when it is clearly improbable that more issues can be
acquired, the serial record staff might then withdraw the title from
its active file and request the catalogers to prepare a closed entry
for the general catalog and sielf-lists. This action would prevent the
gradual accumulation over many years of inactive cards in the serial
record--cards that would eventually interfere with the efficient oper-
ation of the active file, An alternative method would be simply to
weed the file of inactive cards from time to time and to re-file those
cards in a supplement to the active file.
This broad outline of procedure with a serial record is in-
tended to be suggestive only; many variations of practice are feas-
ible. But it is sufficient to indicate that the principal difficulties
with the present system could be, met, The multiplication of postings
of issues and volumes vould be largely eliminated, Once a publication
had been cataloged and a chedking card filed in the serial record,
subsequent issues would be pdsted in the serial record only, then
sent directly to location. When issues are bound, that fact would
merely be noted in the serial record. Information about serials of
all kinds, whether bound.or unbound,, cataloged or uncataloged,
would be available at one place, and this information could be con-
sulted directly in an alphabetical file instead of indirectly in the public
shelf-list.
There appear to be two reasons why a serial record was not
established at Illinois several years ago as the result of the recom-
mendations of the Associate Director for Technical Departments.
First, the problem of finding a satisfactory location for the serial
record was not solved; and, second, the cost of achieving the trans-
ition from the present to the proposed system seemed prohibitive.
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Short of a major addition to, or remodelling of, the library
building, there appears to be at least one possible solution to the space
problem. The bibliography collection might be moved to the end of the
reference room adjacent to the technical departments, and the space
now used for the bibliographies might be adapted for the serial record.
This space, which measures about 12 by 55 feet, is equally and immed-
lately accessible to both the processing and the service departments.
If it is assumed (1) that all acquisitional work (placing orders,
paying bills, etc.) would be done in the Acquisition Department and
(2) that all sorting and arranging of materials preliminary to posting
would be done elsewhere before the materials were moved to the serial
record room, there is a good possibility that the room would be large
enough. A suggested floor plan, including the disposition of the
necessary personnel and equipment, has been discussed with the staff.
N9. new equipment would need to be purchased, except possibly tables
and additional standard catalog cabinets.
Regarding the problem of transition, "the following steps would
need to be taken.
I. Relocate the bibliographies in the Re ference Room, and
move the existing checking files from their present locations to the new
Serial Record Room.
2. Establish a. separate subscription file (possibly Keysort) for'
serials--the record of payments, dtc. is now combined with the check-
ing cards, The subscription records for periodicals are already in
separate files. Locate the subscription files in the Acquisition Depart-
tment.
3. Reorganize the staff; any one of three types of organization
is feasible.
a.) Discontinue the present Periodicals, Serials, and Docu-
ments Divisions of the Acquisition Department and establish a
new Se rials Division of that departmert--a division that would
assume responsibility for acquisitional procedures relating to
serials, periodicals, and documents, but not for the recording
of the publications themselves. The maintenance of the serial
record would then become a responsibility of the Serial Cata-
loging Division.
b.) Place responsibility for the serial record in the Acquis-
ition Department. The Serial Cataloging Division would then
continue its present functions only.
c.) Create a new Serial Department, with central responsi-
bility for all serial procedures, including acquisition and cat-
aloging as well as the recording of the publications in the
serial record.
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This observer, however, would recommend the first alter-
native above on the grounds that a serial record is fundamentally a
supplement to the library catalog and should benefit from the exper-
ience and supervision of catalogers in the preparation of permanent
records. Also, during the period of transition, most thorny problems
would involve the relationship of the serial record to the general cat-
alog and shelf-lists rather than to acquisition. The third alternative
has the disadvantage of dividing responsibility for the basic functions
of both acquisition and cataloging.
4. Consolidate the serial files to the extent desired, reorgan-
ize the sorting and routing procedures elsewhere in the building, and
proceed to hahdle the current flow of materials by means of the ex-
isting records.
5. Periodicals would be routed as usual to location, but when
the next volume is bound (copy of binding slip received from the Bind-
ing Division), the transition for that title would be achieved. Instead
of posting that volume in the two shelf-lists, the following steps would
be taken.
a.) Withdraw the main catalog card and prepare a new set
of cards for the general catalog and shelf-lists.
b.) Substitute the new cards for the old and file one of the
old (whichever one contains the most complete information
about holdings, title changes, etc.) in the serial record.
Note that the record of current issues would then be found in the rot-
ary files, while the record of bound volumes would be found among the
serial holdings in the 3 x 5 card files. In the future, one of two pol.
icies could be followed: (1) transfer the record of bound volumes to a
rider on the current checking card, in order to bring the complete
record of a title together, or (2) continue to record bound volumes on
the 3 x 5 cards. The presence of a 3 x 5 card in the record would
indicate, when the next volume comes around, that the transition has
been completed and that the next volume need only be recorded on that
card.
6. The transition for serials would be accomplished in a
similar manner when the.next issue arrives.
An estimate ofthe additional help required to accomplish the
transition could be made by comparing the time taken to add a sample
batch of volumes to the shelf-lists and general catalog, according to
present procedure, with the time required to complete in mock
fashion the transitional procedure. The number of titles that might
be expected to come up for change during each of about four years
might then be estimated. The first year would, of course, be the
heaviest by far, since a large number'of periodicals are bound
every year. The number of titles coming up for change would then
decrease sharply during the second and third years and become negli-
gible in about the fourth year. Holdings of inactive titles would simply
remain in the catalog and shelf-lists indefinitely, or until a clean-up
project could be organized.
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BINDING
Present Practice
The University of Illinois sends its binding to a commercial
binder, with whom satisfactory arrangements have been worked out
for the provision of economical types of binding as well as the standard
types. Attention here will be directed solely to the procedures of the
Binding Division of the Catalog Department, which receives materials
to be bound from the various locations, prepares, ships, receives,
and distributes them again. The Binding and Repair Section of the
Binding Division is responsible for the posting of bound volumes of
periodicals in the two shelf-lists.
The procedure now followed by the Binding Division is outlined
below, as it applies to periodicals. The basic records now employed
are the Serial Binding File (SBF), the Binding Shipment File, the
Binding Sent File, the Binding List File, the Binding Ticket File, the
Removal File, and a file of statistics slips.
Preparation
Volume received from location, accompanied by data form
giving call number, volume, copy, missing items, etc.
Card withdrawn from Serial Binding File (SBF),
Volume recorded on SBF card, showing volume number and
date in exact form of lettering.
SBF cards collected in Binding Shipment File, to await bi-
weekly shipment. Volumes collected on shelves.
When date arrives for shipment, type binding list in triplicate.
Type binding ticket for each volume in duplicate, showing type
of binding, color, material, etc., as recorded on SBF card,
Shipment accompanied by 2 copies of binding list and both copies
of binding .ticket..
Third copy of binding list filed in Binding List File.
SBF cards dated and filed in Binding Sent File .
Receipt
When volumes come back, arranged in order of binding list.
Accompanied by 1 copy of binding list, showing prices,
and 1 copy of binding ticket.
SBF cards pulled from Binding Sent File.
Volumes checked against list and SBF cards to verify accuracy,
form, price, etc.
Price and date recorded on SBF card.
SBF card refiled in SBF.
Binding ticket filed separately for 6 months as check on possible
errors.
Priced copy of binding list filed.
Routing and Recording
Volumes turned over to Binding and Repair Section in rough
alphabetical order, with routing slips.
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Pull batch of "removal" cards from Re moval File, and shelve
corresponding volumes separately.
Take removal cards to official shelf-list, substitute for official
cards, and return with official cards.
Match volume and official card (book moved to work desk) and
record volume on official card. Write call number in book.
Write statistics slip, giving call number, copy, location, and
volume recorded.
Send volumes to markers.
Return official cards for refiling, and for withdrawal of removal
cards.
Refile removal cards in Removal File.
Collect statistics slips till 15th of month, then compile statistical
data.
Take statistics slips to public shelf-list and record volumes there.
Difficulties Arising from Present Procedure
This procedure unquestionably works well, but it is more elab-
orate and costly than can be justified by the job to be done, and in cer-
tain respects it fails to supply useful information.
1. It requires two typing operations plus the writing of the
statistics slips.
2. It involves twelve separate filing and/or withdrawal operations.
3. Since the statistics slips are collected until the 15th of the
month for statistical purposes, the subsequent posting of bound periodical
volumes in the public shelf-list is delayed for periods ranging up to one
month.
4. Although two sets of binding forms are used in addition to the
cards .in the SBF file, no copy of any form accompanies the book to the
Binding and Repair Section to facilitate the marking of the volumes or
the posting of volumes in the shelf-lists.
Possible Changes
The present procedure should undoubtedly be abandoned as soon
as possible and replaced by a simpler and more direct scheme. The
scheme as outlined would be based on two records: the Serials Binding
File and theBinding Process File. A new three-part binding form would
need to be designed for this purpose. The present binding lists would be
dis continued.
Preparation
Volume received from location, accompanied by data form (as at
present).
Corresponding card withdrawn from Serials Binding File (SBF).
Post volume and date on card.
Type binding form in triplicate, showing call number, copy
number, location, fund, and date, in addition to binding in-
structions, as taken from SBF card.
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Put forms 1 to 3 in volume, and shelve volume to await bi-weekly
shipment.
File SBF card directly in Binding Process File.
Ship volumes to bindery, accompanied by forms 1 to 3.
Receipt
Volume returned with form 2 in volume and form 1 separately
to show price. (Form 3 retained by bindery).
Pull SBF card from Binding Process File.
Verify price, accuracy, etc. and post price and date on SBF card.
Send volume to Binding and Repair Section, still accompanied by
form 2.
Send form 1 to Binding and Repair Section (or directly to serial
record if one is established).
Compile statistical and financial records from SBF card, and
refile in SBF.
Routing and Recording
Binding and Repair Section marks volumes, using data from form
2, and sends to location.
Form 1 used to post volumes in the shelf-lists (or serial record).
This procedure would require only one typing operation. It would
reduce the filing and/or withdrawal operations to five. By supplying
copies of the binding forms to the markers and to the clerks who post
volumes in the shelf-lists (or serial record), the scheme would eliminate
entirely the Removal File and the statistics slips. It would avoid the
delay in posting volumes in the public shelf-list. It would also eliminate
the binding list and its two carbons.
The transition to the suggested scheme would be relatively simple.
The new three-part binding form would first be designed and procured.
Certain additional information, such as marking instructions, would
have to be added to the cards in the Serials Binding File. Then one day
the next shipment would be started according to the new scheme and the
new files would be established. All the old files, except the Serials
Binding File, would become dead as soon as the last shipment under the
old procedure had been cleared.
Adaptations of the new binding form and procedures, as described
here for periodicals, could be readily devised for serials, separates,
and rebinds.
THE SHELF-LISTS
Present Practice
There are two complete shelf-lists at Illinois: an official
shelf-list and a public shelf-list. The official shelf-list is conventional
in nature and function, but the public shelf-list has developed in a
rather unique fashion--not, however, as a classed catalog, but as the
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basic instrument for locating copies of materials and for determining
the library's holdings of serials and periodicals.
Historically, it appears that the staff at one time despaired of
maintaining up-to-date records of the locations of books in the general
catalog and began referring readers to the public shelf-list for this in-
formation. At a later date, the file of departmental charges was trans-
ferred from the loan desk to drop cards in the public shelf-list. At
that point, the shelf-list became the record of temporary as well as
permanent locations. Then it was felt that, since readers had become
accustomed to using the shelf-list to locate books and serials, they
might also be trained to look there for holdings of serials. At the
present time, periodical volumes are therefore posted in the public
shelf-list but not in the general catalog.
It may be noted that the problem of locating copies of books and
serials at Illinois is unusually difficult because of the large degree of
duplication of resources that has traditionally prevailed on that campus.
For example, the ratio of titles to volumes being currently added to the
library is about one to three. A more normal ratio would probably
approximate one to two.
Difficulties Arising from Present Practice
This practice at Illinois is difficult for a visitor to evaluate,
since it differs so markedly from the usual experience in other insti-
tutions. The following observations are therefore offered with a certain
sense of misgiving.
1. Except for the special functions of the public shelf-list, the
two shelf-lists are substantially the same, yet they stand on the same
floor of the library building at no great distance from each other. If one
or the other could be discarded, an appreciable duplication of work might
be saved.
2. Two steps are required of both readers and staff to find
locations and holdings in the public shelf-list, since the call number of
the publication must be determined, usually from the general catalog,
before the shelf-list can be consulted. It woild appear on the surface
that, if the same information could be shown directly in the general
catalog or other alphabetical file, considerably less effort would be
required.
3. It would appear also that, with an unusually large number of
copies of materials widely scattered about the campus, an unusual
amount of help from the Circulation staff, or the Information Desk, would
be needed by readers in locating these materials. Actually, the
Circulation staff is in an unusually poor position to help the reader,
since not even the records of temporary locations are kept at the loan
desk. The untutored reader who takes a call number from the general
catalog and calls at the loan desk for his book must be sent back to the
shelf-list to find the locations of copies for himself; and this shelf-
list, with its variety of locatioh cards and symbols, must often appear
to many readers as a bewildering obstacle between them and their books.
2.1
Pos ible Changes
It has already been suggested that the holdings of serial pub-
lications might be shown in an alphabetical serial record, instead of
the public shelf-list. Certain other possible changes might be considered.
1. The public shelf-list might be abandoned. This would neces-
sitate, of course, a reversal of recent policy on the methods of locating
copies of books. A system of temporary departmental charges at the
loan desk might again be needed to supplement stamped locations of
a more permanent nature in the general catalog. On the other hand, if
a system of drop cards for temporary locations can be made to work in
the public shelf-list, a similar system might also be made to work
at the main entries in the general catalog, with greater convenience to
the reader. Many locations could then be determined by direct con-
sultation of the main entry. While technical difficulties of a serious
nature might arise in the establishment or maintenance of such a
system, the success of the present system, which at bestseems incon-
venient, strongly suggests that such an alternative ought to be explored.
It is assumed that the use of the public shelf-list as a classed catalog
is relatively small.
If. the public shelf-list were to be discontinued as such, a pro-
posal of the Circulation staff that this tool be maintained in the circulation
work area should be carefully studied. Such a move would put the Cir-
culation staff in an extraordinarily good position to supply information
about locations to readers.
2. If the public shelf-list were to be continued, however,
consideration should then be given to the abandonment of the official
shelf-list. The arguments for and against this action have been sum-
marized by the staff as follows:
a.) Pro. Clerical time now spent on filing in the official shelf-
list would be saved, as well as the time now spent on the posting
of serial and periodical volumes in this file. Much needed
space would also b6 released for other uses in the Catalog Depart-
ment.
b,) Con. If the official shelf-list were no longer available,
the catalogers would add to the congestion around the public
shelf-list. Also, because of the distance of the public shelf-
list from the cat: logers' desks, time would be lost in checking
classification and book numbers.
There is no. doubt whatever that the official shelf-list is a
convenience to the catalogers. The actual distance from the present
location of the official shelf-list to the entrance of the main circulation
lobby is, however, only about 110 feet, and the public shelf-list could
be moved from the far side of the lobby to the near side for the con-
vience of the catalogers. If a serial record should close the present
bibliography room to traffic and send the catalogers around by way
of the adjacent corridor, the distance to the public shelf-list, if
relocated on the near side, would still be only about 150 feet. It is
suggested that, with reasonable attention to the organization of his work,
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a cataloger, who makes occasional trips to the circulation lobby in
any case to consult the general catalog, need not lose an appreciable
amount of time in consulting the public shelf-list. It is also suggested
that, while there is congestion at the public shelf-list at certain times
of the day and year, there is no congestion most of the time. Again,
reasonable attention to the organization of one's work should take care
of the objection. In general, it appears to this observer that the pros
out-weigh the cons.
3. If the decision were nevertheless to retain both shelf-lists,
it is suggested that, at least, the posting of all serial and periodical
holdings be discontinued in the official shelf-list, whether or not a
serial record is established.
GENERAL CATALOGING
Present Practice
The General Catalog Division and the General Clerical Division
of the Catalog Department work hand in hand, with specific clerks
designated as assistants to specific catalogers. The same clerks
serve as searchers at the beginning of the process and as "finishers"
at the end. The catalogers themselves are specialized by subject.
XeroX is used to duplicate cards, including Library of Congress cards.
When books are received from the Acquisition Department, to-
gether with photoclerk copies of the order cards, they are first dis-
tributed to the searchers. The searchers look for L. C. card copy in
the proof slip file, the union catalog (no longer kept up to date), and
in the L.C. printed catalogs. The results of the search are noted on
the back of the photocopy of the order card.
If copy is found in separate form it is clipped to the photocopy,
placed in the book, and transmitted to a cataloger. If copy is found
in the L.C. printed catalogs, notice is sent to another clerk who arranges
to have a separate copy prepared for the catalogers. If no copy is
found, that fact is noted on the back of the photocopy of the order card
which is sent with the book to the cataloger.
All subsequent searching for entry, etc., is done by the cata-
loger. The same cataloger does L. C. as well as original cataloging, and
does descriptive as well as subject cataloging and classification. A
6 x 5 cataloging copy slip is used. When cataloging is finished, the
cataloger writes the call number in the book, prepares and files a
temporary shelf-list card, puts copy slip and photocopy of the order
card into the book, and returns the book to his clerk, who then serves
as "finisher.'" The finisher rechecks the call numbers, arranges for
binding if needed, and routes the books to the markers and the copy
slips, etc., to the Card Division. Copy for the original cataloging is
reviewed by the Reviser for Multilith Copy before going to the Card
Division.
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Added copies are handled by clerks. The Catalog Maintenance
Division does all the filing in the general catalog, maintains the subject
authority file, prepares subject cross references, and currently re-
vises the subject headings in accord with changes in L. C. practice.
The A. L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries and
the Library of Congress Rules for Descriptive Cataloging are standard
in the department. The catalogers follow the no-conflict rule in estab-
lishing forms of entry.
Difficulties Arising from Present Practice
An examination of the available comparative data (Coney,
Reichmann, etc.) suggests that Illinois has stood in recent years below
the average of other major universities in production per cataloger.
These data are, of course, more difficult to interpret, yet they are
clear enough in regard to Illinois' position to be of concern to the staff.
As a result of recent measures, however, the production of the depart-
ment has been rising steadily, With about the same size of staff, 20
per cent more titles were processed in 1953-54 than in 1952-53, for
example. Means are constantly being sought to increase production
still further until a satisfactory level of performance has been reached.
If one attempts to analyze the reasons for low catalog production
at Illinois he might identify a number of different reasons, more or less
important, that range throughout the cataloging process. The importance
of any individual reason could be ascertained only by means of detailed
job analyses, time studies, and the like. The present costly serial
and binding procedures and the maintenance of two shelf-lists may be
cited as examples. In succeeding sections of this report, other sit-
uations will be noted that contribute to the high cost and low output.
In general, the staff'needs to re-examine their habits of thought and
hand at every turn of the catalog process, to be certain that they
perceive the point of diminishing returns--the point beyond which cost
exceeds value.
One general difficulty with the present procedure--a difficulty
fully recognized by the staff-*is that much of the work now being done
by professionals could as well be done by non-professionals. The
present non-professional staff is being wisely used, but additional
clerks could readily be employed to great advantage. The ratio of
non-professional to professional staff in the technical services will
be discussed in more detail in a later section of this report, but it may
be noted here that the present ratio in the Catalog Department (excluding
binding and marking) of two clerks to three professionals should un-
doubtedly be increased, if suitable personnel can be found. One to one
is not unusual, ai.d a few libraries, such as the University of California,
have even applied two to one. The following suggestions toward in-
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creasing the efficiency of the Catalog Department all depend upon, and
are designed to take advantage of, a larger proportion of non-profeSsionals.
Possible Changes
It is suggested first that cataloging with Library of Congress
copy be organized separately from original cataloging and that this
work be assigned largely to non-professionals. Since the original cata-
loging of these materials has already been done, the handling of L. C.
copy consists primarily of the routine adaptation of the headings, call
numbers, etc,, t6 fit local practice. Experience in other libraries
has demonstrated that intelligent clerks can be trained to make those
adaptations. Professional catalogers could continue, of course, to
assign classification numbers in subjects that involve complex variations
from the Dewey schedules.
It is suggested further that in a Catalog Department of this size
a non-professional, preliminary, descriptive cataloging procedure would
expedite the work of the professional catalogers, especially in connection
with original cataloging. This type of procedure, which has been fre-
quently discussed in recent years among the staff, might be organized
somewhat as follows.
A clerical, preliminary cataloging division would assume respon-
sibility both for searching and for the preparation of typed, descriptive
catalog copy before the book is passed on to the professional catalogers.
The clerks would search for L. C. copy as at.present and, if located,
would send it along with the book. If no L.C. copy is found, a limited
search would be conducted in the general catalog, the L. C. printed
catalog, and possibly other obvious sources, for the established form of
the author's name. If located, the form Would be noted on the catalog
copy slip, together with source, and the' copy slip would be transmitted
with the book to the prelimihary catalogers. The present 6 x 5 copy
slip might need to be revised to accommodate the searcher's report.
The preliminary catalogers would then type double-spaced on
the copy slip a descriptive entry as far as series note, according to
standard L. C. rules. The form of author entry supplied by the searcher
would be used; if no form. were supplied the author's name would be
taken from the book.
Thus, when the book and the copy slip are received by the cataloger,
there would be left for his attention only those tasks that require his
special training. The cataloger would first review the wbrk of the
preliminary cataloger, then establish the author entry, if not supplied
(or if questioned) by the searcher--or, of course, if there is good reason
to suspect the entry supplied. Then the necessary notes, the subject
headings, and the classification number would be added to the copy slip,
and the copy slip would be sent along to the Card Division.
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It may be noted that the cataloging of a great many books by stand-
ard authors--such books,as fiction and biography--would be substantially
completed by the preliminary catalogers, and for such books the more
experienced clerks might well be instructed to assign the classification
numbers and added entries, if any, as well as to prepare the descriptive
copy.
If the simpler phases of cataloging, such as the processing of L.C.
copy and the preparation of descriptive copy for original cataloging, were
absorbed by the non-professional staff, a substantial change might occur
in both the work and the outlook of the professional catalogers. Indeed,
it may be safely predicted that once the catalogers became accustomed
to the new arrangements, they would not willingly revert to the present
system.
PRE -CATALOGING
A very interesting form of simple cataloging has been adopted at
Illinois for little used materials that normally require no subject headings
--such materials as fiction, autobiographies, arid publications of societies
and associations dealing with themselves, A great many unbound, unsolic-
ited gifts are included. When such books are not likely to be needed for
tegular use, they may be handled by means of a "pre-cataloging" routine.
A brief author entry for the main catalog is made by the Purchase Divis-
ion of the Acquisition Department, and a call number is assigned. This
number consists merely of the year and a serial number. From January
1951 (when the routine was established) to June 1954, over 10, 000 volumes
were added to this collection. Books are recalled from this collection
for regular cataloging at the current rate of four or five per week.
This routine has appreciably relieved the burden on the Catalog
Department and helped to prevent the accutnulation of unorganized arrears.
It constitutes an inexpensive, secondary kind of processing that may or
mtay not be permanent, depending upon future need, To this observer
the system seems altogether good, and it is suggested that the system
mnight well be extended and formalized further. It is a kind of selective
cataloging that responds to the distinction between the probable and the
merely possible uses of library resources.
1. It is suggested that other types of materials for which no prob-
able use can be predicted be included in this collection on the grounds that,
while no subject headings are made, the books will be available in case
orders for them are submitted or references to the individual items are
searched.
2. It is suggested that the processing of these materials be
transferred to the Catalog Department, provided the staff of that depart-
ment accepts the spirit and the intent of the process and refrains from
needless elaboration. The briefe st kind of cataloging entry would be
typed directly from the books itself without search even for L.C. copy.
The only search permitted Wvould be for the purpose of assuring
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no conflict in the form of the author's name. The entire job could be
done by clerical assistants.
3. It is suggested finally that these books be then regarded as
cataloged--that is, fully organized for use in accord with procedures
that are adequate and appropriate for those materials. The term
"uncataloged" would no longer be used on the catalog card. Indeed,
the present use of that term on cards that are filed in the catalog it-
self is a contradiction of terms. It would be desirable, perhaps, to
find a new name for the collection--a name that describes the intent
and nature of the collection itself, rather than its relationship to the
cataloging process.
PAMPHLETS
The Circulation Department is now engaged with a major clean-
up of unbound pamphlets in the book stacks. These pamphlets have
accumulated for many years in boxes under subjects--often rather
minute subjects. Some have cards in the main catalog, others do not.
None have book numbers, but many have been arranged and rearranged
in their boxes from time to time according to schemes that are not
described in the call numbers. Some have been lost; a great many
have disintegrated. Altogether they have been a great trial in recent
years to the Circulation staff and an equally great frustration to the
reader. As in many other large libraries, the scheme of boxed
pamphlets under subjects in the stacks has broken down.
To get at the problem, the Circulation staff first withdrew all
pamphlet cards from the general catalog, which was read tray by tray,
card by card for this purpose. This step was completed last August.
The staff has now begun to search for each pamphlet represented by
catalog cards and to segregate the ones that are found. Pamphlets
without cards are being left in the boxes. When all that have cards
(and are still extant) have been identified, the entire collection is to
be weeded, including the card-less items still left in the boxes.
Selected items are then to be bound and processed as permanent ad-
ditions to the library. This is an impressive project.
Meanwhile, no additional pamphlets are being added to the boxes
in the stacks. A great many are being separately bound and fully
cataloged. Some are being handled according to the pre-cataloging
routine. Many others are being sent uncataloged to the departmental
libraries to be (a) placed in vertical files, (b) discarded, or (c) re-
turned for cataloging as books. It is expected that, as soon as
the stack project has been completed, the disposal of pamphlets
among subjects in the stack will be resumed.
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The concern of this observer has been to suggest, if possible,
a future policy that would prevent a recurrence of the present problem
in the stacks. It is believed that any such policy would have to be
based on the following premises.
1. No pamphlets should be sent to the stacks unless they are
definitely to be regarded as permanent additions to the library col-
lections. This means careful weeding before processing for the stacks.
2. The system must assure the prompt and routine binding
of the pamphlets in the stacks. Two conditions are important here:
(1) that the materials be assigned to sufficiently broad subjects that
they will accumulate rapidly, and (2) that they be grouped under those
srbjects according to size.
3. The cataloging of such pamphlets (however brief) should
include both author and subject entries. The current value of these
materials is probably best realized by means of the subject approach,
but the long range value (these being permanent additions to the col-
lection) is probably best realized by means of the author approach.
4. Whatever cataloging is done, it should be done before the
pamphlet is sent to the stacks. It should be a current, day-by-day
process that needs no follow-up when the pamphlets are bound. No
busy, over-burdened catalog department can be depended upon to
back track later into the analysis of old pamphlets dispersed throughout
the stacks.
5. Each pamphlet, when it first goes to the stacks, should
bear a complete call number, including book number, to facilitate
paging, shelving, and stack maintenance, and to provide positive
identification from the catalog cards.
A system that meets these specifications need be no more
expensive than one that provides for the analytical cataloging of
bound pamphlets at some indefinite future date. The following is
suggested.
1. The majority of pamphlets would be sent uncataloged to
vertical files in the service departments for current use, later
for weeding. Only those'judged to be of permanent value would then
be returned (a) for cataloging as individual items or (b) for addition
to the special stack collections.
2. Pamphlets would be cataloged separately, whether before
or after use in a vertical file, only for compelling reasons, such as
demand in departmental or reserve collections.
3. Pamphlets judged to be of permanent value, either before
or after use in a vertical file, would normally be processed for the
special stack collections.
a.) The Catalog Department would adopt a formal schedule of
broad subjects into which pamphlets might be classified..
The schedule would be revised from time to time to eliminate
classification numbers to which few pamphlets prove to be
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assigned--too few to facilitate binding--or to add new numbers
where needed to handle unexpectedly large numbers of pamphlets.
It cannot be overemphasized that the numbers must be broad
enough to accumulate pamphlets at a rapid rate.
b.) A system of book numbers would also be adopted, a
system such as the following:
(1) A capital letter to indicate size. Several size groups
might be utilized, for example:
A Up to 15 cm.
B 16 to 24 cm.
C 25 to 30 cm.
D Over 30 cm.
E Pamphlets wider than high.
Arrangement by size under subject would automatically
bring together items that could be conveniently bound together.
(2) The pamphlets in each size group might then be numbered
in the order in which they are added to the collection. The call
number P800/C97 would thus indicate the ninety-seventh
pamphlet, size 25 to 30 centimeters, in the literature class.
c.) For each pamphlet the Catalog Department would assign
a call number, prepare author, subject, and shelf-list cards,
mark the pamphlet, and file the cards. The pamphlet would
then be sent unbound to the appropriate box in the book stacks.
d.) The Circulation staff, guided by the schedule of classes
adopted for pamphlets by the Catalog Department, would examine
the boxes at regular intervals and withdraw runs of items that
are long enough to be bound. When returned from the bindery,
the volumes would be marked to show the inclusive numbers in
the volume (e. g., P800/C97-116). The act of binding would not
need to be noted in the shelf-list and would not modify the catalog
cards in any way. The shelf-list and catalog cards would still
refer directly to the individual pamphlets.
This schetne for the processing of pamphlets for the stacks
should obviate any future recurrence of the present problem. It would
have, however, one significant disadvantage, as compared with the
more traditional scheme. When the binding and cataloging of pamphlets
are delayed for a considerable period of time, it becomes possible to
re-group the pamphlets into more logical and meaningful volumes.
The scheme suggested here would fix the items permanently in the
random order in which they were first processed. Yet this observer,
having seen a number of libraries, now including Illinois, fail to
follow through on a routine basis with delayed binding and cataloging,
and seeing no reason to expect that the future will be different in this
respect from the past, would urge that some logic be sacrificed in the
interests of getting thejob done -- for good. And again, clerical
assistants could do the bulk of the work.
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There is one condition, however, under which cataloging
could be recommended after, instead of before, binding. If it should
prove that the departmental libraries, upon weeding their vertical
files, select pamphlets for preservation in sufficient numbers on the
same subjects at the same time, these pamphlets could then be grouped
and bound before being sent to the Catalog Department. In this oase,
of course, the unbound pamphlets would not accumulate in the stacks
before cataloging,
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Present Practice
The University of Illinois processes its government publications,
with certain exceptions, in the same manner as other books, serials,
periodicals, and pamphlets. The only major point at which documents
are singled out for special attention is in the Acquisition Department,
which very recently organized a Documents Division. This division,
however, is operated for acquisitional purposes only; it does not
organile or service a collection. It will be recalled that in the dis-
cussion of a serial record in this report, it was assumed that document
serials and periodicals would be recorded there in the same manner
as non-document materials.
Difficulties Arising from Present Practice
Several key members of the staff are 4 vorably inclined toward
the establishment of some sort of separate documents collection, and
the possibilities were discuseed in detail with this observer. The
principal arguments that were advanced for the establishment of such
a collection follow.
1. The regular cataloglig of documents is unnecessarily
costly and cumbersome in view of the special schemes that are
available for the organization of these materials.
2. Documents are not easily accessible to the reader through
the medium of the general catalog, which is ill adapted to this kind
of material, or by subjects on the shelves, The many excellent,
analytical document indexes and catalogs are not now fully utilized,
and the natural advantages of a shelf arrangement by issuing office
are lost.
3. The collections themselves have suffered from the present
system. Sufficient attention has not been devoted to the special prob-
lems of document acquisition, and a great many documents that have
not been regularly cataloged through the years have been lost in the
service departments.
Possible Changes
Obviously, the staff could not readily undertake the wholesale
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withdrawal of all documents from the library stacks, let alone from
the departmental libraries, and their reorganization by issuing office
in a separate document collection. Such a project staggers the imagin-
ation. Yet two possibilities have commended themselves at least for
serious discussion. Neither presumes that the documents required
in the departmental libraries would not continue to be cataloged in the
future as in the past.
1. It has been suggested that provision be made for the separate
checklisting and shelving of the more elusive and ephemeral documents
only--those that either tend to drift away now or get cataloged at
greater expense than they merit. Documents would thereafter be
cataloged more selectively than at present, and a secondary type of
treatment would be immediately available for those that are not cata-
loged. Also, pamphlet and other documeits sent uncataloged to the
departmental libraries could then be returned for inexpensive handling
in this special collection, Such a possibility seems well worth invest-
igating. Only minor facilities for service would be required, and
probably no elaborate or systematic notice of this collection would
be needed in the general library catalog.
2. It has also been suggested that beginning on a certain date,
all newly acquired documents, except those needed in the departmental
libraries, might be separately checklisted and shelved by issuing of-
fice in a new documents library, instead of being cataloged or added
as serial volumes to the existing catalog and shelf-list records. Then,
a selection of the most important back files of document serials and
periodicals could be charged from the stack to the documents library,
in order to form a working collection. Additi6nal sets could be so
charged over a period of time as experience dictates. The remaining
documents in.the stack would simply be left th re indefinitely. The
catalog and shelf-list cards for all documents except those in de-
partmental libraries, would then have to be pulled and transferred
to the document library, with reference cards substituted under authors
and subjects in the generalt catalog, or the cards would have to be
stamped to tell the reader that later materials would be found in the
documents library. In essence, this scheme would aim to create a
workable, but by no means complete, documents library in short
order and to shore up the future against the costly processing and ser-
vicing of these riaterials indefinitely by present methods.
In the judgement of this observer, the former of these two
suggestions could be adopted to good advantage. The latter is more
controversial. While the latter would, under certain circumstances,
result in substantial, long-run economic gains, one particular cir-
cumstance at Illinois might largely nullify those gains--the extensive
duplication of documents between the main stack and the departmental
collections. If a great many documents must continue in any case
to be cataloged for the departmental libraries, nothing would be
saved by not cataloging duplicate sets for a special documents library.
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The judicious approach to this general problem might therefore be to
adopt first the former suggestion, live with it a while, and then determine
from experience how far toward the latter suggestion it would be wise
to move.
RARE BOOKS
Present Practice
The Rare Book Department now contains about 55, 000 volumes,
of which 40, 000 are from the 16th and 17th centuries. The 16th and 17th
century collection is currently growing at the rate of about 3, 000 volumes
per year, not including transfers from the main stacks. This early col-
lection is crowded into the Rare Book Room, while 18th century books
and special editions occupy a closed section of the main stacks A
number of manuscript and other special collections are located elsewhere
in the library building.
The 18th century books and special editions are being currently
cataloged by the Catalog Department, according to Dewey and standard
L. C. practice, except that no subject headings are made for books
published before 1800. Cards are filed in the general catalog. But the
16th and 17th century collection is almost wholly uncataloged, except that
author cards only have been made and filed in the Rare Book Room. The
books themselves are arranged by author on the shelves. No cards
are filed in the general catalog. The Acquisition Department sends the
books for this collection directly to the Rare Book Room, and files the
order card (which is normally filed in the Dead File) into a special file
for uncataloged books of that period. The present intention of the
Catalog Department is, however, to catalog the 16th and 17th century
collection in due course, again using Dewey and standard L. C. practice.
Difficulties Arising from Present Practice
1. It is apparent that, while the scholars who are well acquainted
with the 16th and 17th ceritury collection are able to find what they need
under present conditions, the service would benefit from cataloging and
classification, especially the service to persons who are not so acquainted.
It is also apparent that the service will in the future become increasingly
difficult without more adequate organization, if the collection continues
to grow at the present rapid rate.
2. Whether or not the 16th and 17th century collection should
be classified by Dewey, however, is not so apparent. The cogency of
the case for uniformity of classification throughout the library system
cannot be denied, yet there are probably no other books in the entire
university to which Dewey could commit such violence, or which are
used under more specialized conditions. If Dewey's concepts of
subjects have become out-moded in the mid-twentieth century, how
much more so have they always distorted the concepts of the 16th
centuryl Certainly Dewey has little relevance to the manner in
which the Renaissance scholar approaches his original sources.
3. There may be no compelling reason for wanting cards for
16th and 17th century books in the general library catalog, yet there is
even less reason for not wanting them. If catalog cards are to be made
for the Rare Book Room, the extra card for the general catalog might
as well be made as not. It could do no harm, and it would do some
good for readers who are not familiar with the library.
4. The biggest immediate problem of the Rare Book Depart-
ment, however, is space. The present Rare Book Room is over-
crowded with the 16th and 17th century collection, and the rest of the
materials that are under the custody of this department are widely
scattered.
Possible Changes
It is suggested that a program for the cataloging of 16th and
17th century collection be started as soon as possible, since the
problem is getting bigger day by day.
1. New acqutiitions should be routed from the Acquisition
Department to the Cat-log Department, instead of directly to the
1 are Book Department, and cards should be made for the Rare Book
Room and at least a main entry card for the general catalog. It
is suggested that standard L. C. rules for descriptive cataloging be
followed, but that the rare book staff be authorised to add special
notes when desired to thdr set of cards only. No subject cards
would, of course, be made, except for such materials as biography
and criticism.
24 Locked cabinets should be provided in the Catalog Depart-
ment to safeguard these books while in the custody of the catalogers.
3. It is suggested, however, that the catalogers not classify
the books for the 16th and 17th century collection, but send the books
and cards without call numbers to the Rare Book Roomi The main
catalog card would simply bear the location, "Rare Book Department,
Instead of the call number, This would free the Rare Book Depart-
ment to adopt any simple, appropriate system for the thronological
arrangement of these books, or to continue the present shelf
arrangement by author. An investigation of the various systems
now in use th other rare book collections shduld be conducted before
any permanent plan is adopted. Whatever plan is adopted, the rare book
Staff could assign the call numbers and write them on the catalog
cards. Meanwhile, newly cataloged acquisitions could continue to
be interpoiated into the present shelf arrangement,
4, It is further suggested that, as time permits, the Catalog
fjepartment ,Work off the backlog of 16th and 17th century books, after
first processing the current flow of new acquisitions for that col-
lection,
5. Tfie urgency of finding more ample spate for the Rare
Book Department is well understood by the entire staff. A cursory
examination of the building suggests that, short of a major addition
to the building, the best scheme might be to remodel the top floor of
the entire south wing of the present building for the Rare Book De-
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partment. If only the one long wall that divides the reading room from
the corridor in this area could be removed, and if locked doors could
be provided for the stairwell and elevator, a satisfactory situation
could be achieved. Several small rooms would be available for office
and work space and for special collections, in addition to a larger
reading and stack area, and a direct, private entrance to the main
stack would be feasible.
PHOTO REPRODUCTION
Although plans have been on the boards for several years, the
library has not yet organized an adequate central laboratory for the
photographic reproduction of library materials. The present facil-
ities are still disposed as follows:
1. The Photo Reproduction Division of the Acquisition Depart-
ment consists of a laboratory designed primarily for the purpose of
exposing and processing microfilm, and for printing photocopies from
microfilm. Equipment includes a Recordak Camera model Cl, a
Recordak reader model MPE, a Graphlex portable camera, enlargers,
a Leica camera, and power washer and dryer. Film is developed by
hand. The quarters are crowded and poorly adapted for laboratory use.
They are located on the top floor of the library building.
2. A Photoclerk is located in the basement of the building. The
staff of the Photo Reproduction Division maintains this equipment and
processes the film.
3. Also located in the basement are the XeroX and the multi-
lith equipment. These are under the supervision of the Catalog Depart-
ment,
Photostats are now obtained from the University Photographic
Department. Positive microfilm prints are also obtained from that
department (if the film is perforated) or, the University of Chicago
Library (if the film is not.perforated).
Detailed plans have been developed for the remodelling of a
large basement area to house the photo reproduction unit. Sufficient
space would be provided for the eventual addition of a continuous micro-
film processing machine and a positive printer, as well as an additional
microfilm camera. The new quarters would also accommodate the
photoclerk, although the Xerox and multilith equipment have not been
included in these plans.
In view of the ever increasing volume of microfilm orders
and in particular the necessity of filming the extensive collections of
Illinois newspapers, these plans for the establishment of an adequate,
modern laboratory should undoubtedly be carried forward as soon as
possible. The new department could well be modelled after the lab-
oratories of the libraries of the University of Chicago and the Uni-
versity of California.
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Since the plans have already been well conceived, only a couple
of suggestions can be offered here.
1. It is suggested that the XeroX and multilith processes Le
included in the new department, since the XercC process is now being
used, and will probably be used still more in the future, not only by the
Catalog Department but also by various other departments of the
library. This process is, of course, essentially photographic, and the
use of the multilith is closely associated with it.
2. It is suggested that upon the establishment of the new' de-
partment, a directorship be established at a rank and a salary com-
parable to those of similar positions in other large libraries. The
position is a re ponsible one that requires a high degree of technical
and managerial ability.
3. It is suggested that the new laboratory be administered by
the Administrative Assistant in the Director's Office. The services
of the laboratory should be library-wide and not biased by subordination
to any of the existing departments.
4. It is suggested that this laboratory be developed as fully as
possible into a complete, self-tontained unit for the photographic repro-
duction of library materials. The specialized nature of this work--
specialized with regard to bibliographic standards and controls, to
types of film and other materials required in the production of micro-
facsimiles, 'and to the techniques of processing these materials--is
not readily compatible with the nature of the work usually done in
laboratories of the commercial type.
THE NON-PROFESSIONAL STAFF
During the last few years, the desirability of increasing the
ratio of non-professional to professional staff has been clearly recog-
nized at Illinois; and to the extent that non-professionals have already
been assigned to a more s,ignificant role in the technical departments
it is evident that the work of these departments has been expedited.
A clear differentiatioti between professional and non-professional work,
and a scrupulous observance of the difference between the two in the
assignment of duties to the staff, are essential to the efficient operation
of the departments and to the morale of the staff itself. No professional
can accept with pride and satisfaction an assignment that any intelligent
clerk can be readily trained to discharge, and no intelligent clerk can
be happy (or can respect the professional staff) when denied the oppor-
tunity to Undertake jobs that he knows he is perfectly capable of learning.
Wherever it is possible to use clerks efficiently, the persistent use
of professionals, whatever the reason may be, is not only inefficient,
but also demoralizing to both the professionals and non-professionals.
It nmay be noted that the proper and full use of non-professionals
in the technical departments is often obstructed by the assumption
that, if any part of a process requires professional attention, the
entire procesmsuiist therefore be assigned to professionals. Thus
at Illinois it has been argued that professionals must be used for
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cataloging with L6 C. cards because the problems of classification are
rtiiu'sually difficult in certain subjects, or that only professionals can
be assigned to searching because certain categories of books present
problems that non-professionals cannot handle. This assumption needs
the most careful examination. In a great many instances of this kind,
it is easily possible to assign the bulk of the work to non-professionals
with professionals standing by to handle only those particular parts of
the process that require their special abilities.
At several points in the technical departments at Illinois, non-
professionals could be used to perform types of work now assigned to
professionals.
1. In the section on General Cataloging in this report, the use
of non-professionals for cataloging with L. C. cards and for preliminary
cataloging (including searching) has already been suggested.
2. Non-professionals could also be used in other lesser phases
of the cataloging process, such as the assignment of book numbers
and the preparation and handling of removal slips and temporary cards.
3. Since the work of the Binding Division is essentially non-
professional in nature, the need of two professional positions in that
division may be questioned.
4. A large part of the searching now done by professionals in
the Acquisition Department could be re-assigned to well trained non-
professionals, if the experience of other large libraries may be taken
as a valid guide. Some searching would always, of course, require
professional attention, but this is no reason for assigning all, or
even a significant part, of this routine work to professionally trained
personnel.
5. The posting of serial publications in the records of the
Serials Division of the Acquisition Department is another type of
work that is normally done.by non-professionals in other large libraries.
It is believed that Illinois' failure, and perhaps lack of oppor-
tunity, to develop a stronger, more responsible, non-professional staff
and, conversely, to raise the activities of the professional staff to a
higher level, is still one of the basic problems of its technical depart-
menta, despite recent improvements. It is suggested that, as oppor-
tunity arises, new non-professional positions continue to be created
in lieu of professional positions until a satisfacto*y balance is achieved.
The over-all ratio of non-profession al to professional positions in the
technical departments is now about one to one, as indicated in the
accompanying table. This ratio could well be increased to at least
two to one.
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TECHNICAL DEPARTMENTS STAF', JANUARY 1955
In Full-Time Equivalents
Department Academic Nonacademic Students Total
Acquisitions
Purchase 9.5 9.0 .25 118.75
Gift: and Exchange 2.0 2.5 0.0 4.5
Documents 3.0 2.0 0.0 5. 0
Periodicals 2.0 5.0 1.5 8.5
Serials 4.5 1.0 0 0 5.5
Photo. Reprod. 0. 0 2.0 . 43 2.43
-- ---~~~-.... -~-- --• ........ --- : -.. . -- -_ -- --_- - .. --------
Total 21. 0 21. 5 2 18 44.68
-- -- -- - - --- - _- - --- .... .. -: -.. . . .... ._ - -. . ..... -. - , .. ... . _
Cataloging
General Cataloging 20.0 0.0 0.0 20.0
Serials 9.5 0.0 0.0 9.5
Binding 2.0 7.0 3.5 12. 5
General' Clerical
Marking 0.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
Catalog Section 0.0 11.5 .61 12. 11
Card Division 0.0 9. 0 0.0 9.0
Total 31.5 29. 5 7. 11 68.11
Total 52. 5 51.0 9. 29 112. 79
It is far more difficult, 'however, for Illinois than for most large
libraries to achieve a proper balance betweeni professionals and non-
professionals because of the relatively low supply of non-professional
personnel in the Champaign-Urbana area. The number of people qual-
ified for clerical positions in the library--people who will remain with
the library long enough to be trained into positions of responsiblility
and to give the library the benefit of that trainilg--is extremely limited.
The most abundant present supply is the wives of students, with whom
the library now experiences a 50 per cent turn-over per year. Another
source is the library school students, who also can be only a short-
term employee, and usually part-time at that. These difficulties must
be recognized, yet they do not qualify the importance of the objective.
By whatever means available, the library should try to find, train, and
keep a stronger non-professional staff. It is suggested that, in particular,
more effective use of library school students might be possible in such
assignments as preliminary cataloging, L. C. cataloging, searching, and
serial checking, with benefit to both the library and the students,
despite the short-term nature of their appointments. It is also sug-
gested that higher salaries for the non-professeeional ranks might greatly
assist the library in creating a more stable career service for non-pro-
fessionals other than students and their wives. The library cannot hope
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to develop such a service without salaries that compare favorably
with those of other occupations that are open to the residents of the
cornmunity.
THE TECHINICAL LAG
Since discontent among the public service departments with the
slowness of the technical services was found to be wide-spread, attention
was directed to this problem. The nature of the records in the Acquisition
and Catalog Departments did not permit a general analysis of the time
required to process orders or to prepare books for use, yet it was pos-
sible to obtain several isolated and inadequate samples of data. These
data are suggestive,
An examination of 23 volumes that were awaiting marking indicated
(a) that an average period of 15. 7 working days (5 days per week) had
elapsed between the date on which the orders had been submitted and
the date on which they had been mailed to the dealers, (b) that an average
of 4. 5 working days had elapsed between the receipt of the books and
their forwarding to the Catalog Department, and (c) that an average of
9. 75 working days had elapsed between receipt by the Catalog Depart-
ment and their forwarding to the markers by the catalogers. No rush
books were included in this sample, and no gift or exchange books.
An analysis of data found in the Undergraduate Library revealed
that for 100 non'rush books ordered for the library between March and
September of 1954 an average of 12.2 working days had elapsed between the
date the order was submitted and the date the order was placed, and that
an average of 38. 5 working days had elapsed between the date of the bills
(mostly McCiirg) and the date the books were delivered to the Under-
graduate Library. A sample of 31 rush book ordered for the Under-
graduate Library from April to September of 1954 revealed an average
2. 6 working days between submission and plazement of orders and
11. 2 days between billing and delivery of the books to the Undergraduate
Library.
A sample of 44 non-rush books ordered for the Library School
Library between March and August of 1954 revealed an average lapse
of 35 working days between submission and placement of orders, 11
between the forwarding of the books to the catalogers and the completion
of cataloging, and 62 between the completion of cataloging and
receipt of the books in the departmental library. A more recent and
more typical sample of 69 non-rush books, also ordered by the Library
School Library, revealed an average lapse of 9. 6 working days between
submission and placement of orders, 9.8 between forwarding to the
catalogers and completion of cataloging, and 25 between completion of
cataloging and receipt of the books in the departmental library.
A similar sample of 35 titles ordered for the Architecture Li-
brary revealed a lapse of 9.4 working days between submission and
placement of orders, 8. 6 during cataloging, and 16. 6 after cataloging
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to date of receipt in the departmental library.
These data are, of course, fragmentary and in certain respects
incapable of interpretation, For example, the delay in the placement of
many orders was due to the lack of funds toward the close of the fiscal
year, and the delay between the completion of cataloging and the receipt
of the books in the department was sometimes due not only to marking
but also to binding. But these figures do suggest, nevertheless, the
desirability of compiling more complete and discriminating data and of
studying the reasons for delays in the technical process. There appears
to be no reason why orders for books in current demand should not
normally be placed within two days, for example, or processed upon
receipt within one week, or why rush orders should not be placed
within 24 hours and the books completely processed within a day or two
on receipt.
Several steps in the technical processes at Illinois may be
singled out as examples of this "technical lag. These will serve to
illustrate the nature of the circumstances that will need to be dealt with
if the technical services are to be speeded up.
1. The processes leading to the placement of an order by the
Acquisition Department seem to be unnecessarily slow. This delay
appears to involve a complex searching procedure, although the sched-
uling of post-searching processes may account for part of the delay.
Beginning December 1, 1954, certain changes in the order process ap-
pear to have speeded up the placement of orders tp a considerable degree.
2. The greatest single delay within the past year has, however,
resulted from a bottleneck in the marking procedure, About six months
ago, the marking staff was several months behind in its work. More
recently the staff has been gradually catching up, and in late January it
was found to be one month behind on books for the main stack and two
weeks behind on books for departmental libraries. By whatever emer-
gency measures are necessary, even this backlog should be cleared
away at once.
3. The filing 6f cards in a supplement of the main catalog before
filing in the catalog itself results in delays up to three months before
the cards are available to readers in the catalog, since it now takes the
filers about three months to work their way from A to Z through the
supplement. While some readers may-learn to use the supplement for
recent acquisitions, many will not, It is believed that this supplement
should be discontinued and that, once all this filing is up to date,
future filing should be done directly in the general catalog within a few
dayc of the receipt of the cards. While direct filing in the general
catalog would be more costly than filing from the supplement, the cost of
the preliminary filing in the supplement (an item which is in itself sub-
stantial under present circumstances) would be largely eliminated. And
the reader would benefit.
4. The flow of work through the Card Division is irregular, often
being a month in arrears. The XeroX operation has not yet been systema-
tized to the point that cards are provided with any regularity to the typists.
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5. Not infrequently this observer has noted operations that
are time consuming but for which no adequate justification could be dis-
covered. An example is the trade information copied into books, and
especially into serials, when received by the library. Into every issue
of every serial (or first issue of every run) checked in by the Serials
Division of the Acquisition Department, the checker (a professional)
now copies not only the call number and destination but also the agent
or source, the date of bill or receipt, the fund, the date of the piece
or volume, and the initial of the checker. This procedure is costly,
yet it tells nothing of importance that cannot be ascertained whenever
needed by consulting the checking files.
6. As already noted in the section on Binding, the posting of
periodical volumes in the public shelf-list is delayed up to one month by
a technicality in the compilation of statistical data about binding.
These are examples of delay in the technical processes--delay
that could easily be shortened. One may ask why such instances occur--
what is the real nature of the difficulty. Several explanations may be
postulated.
1. Delay can be caused by unnecessarily elaborate procedures
or the unfortunate interdependence of procedures, as illustrated by
the lag in the posting of periodicals in the public shelf-list at Illinois.
2. Another cause is inflexibility in the utilization of staff--a
rigidity that does not yield to break bottlenecks along the line of a
process. A notable example at Illinois has been the marking procedure,
Which has been allowed to obstruct the services of the entire library
for over a year. Whenever such emergencies occur, or whenever
imbalances of any kind arise in the flow of work from day to day, it
should be possible to transfer staff immediately to the critical areas in
order to meet the emergency and to achieve a new balance. The staff
should be ever willing and ready to depart from prescribed routines,
to cross divisional and even departmental lines, in order to lend a hand
wherever needed to prevent a disservice to any reader.
3. Other delays can sometimes be traced to the accumulation
of work-at-hand at each ol the successive steps in a process--
accumulations that.are not impressive individually but which are sub-
stantial in their totality. An example at Illinois is the preparation and
filing of catalog cards. Two solutions to this kind of phenomenon are
possible. First, the number of separate steps in the process might be
reduced as a means of controlling the quantity of work-at-hand. The
fewer the steps the fewer the places at which little backlogs of work can
develop. Second, the completed work-at-hand at every step might be
passed on to the next step in smaller lots on a faster schedule--hourly
instead of daily, for example. There is no need to hold for'a whole
day an item that takes only minutes to handle.
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4. Still another cause of delay is delay itself. As everybody
knows, it is easier to do any job sooner than later. Certainly it coats
no more. It is just as cheap--and much less discouraging -- to mark a
book the day it arrives as to mark it a month later. The prompt
handling of work has the further advantage of dispensing with costly
devices for covering up delays--such devices as temporary cards and
in-process files. But again, the flexibleuse of staff is essential.
If the day's work is to flow promptly as well as smoothly, staff
assignments must be constantly adjusted to the fluctuations in that flow.
The technical lag is essentially a problem of management,
not size of staff or quantity of work to be done. A department that can
hold its own with a backlog of several months could also hold its own
with a backlog of several days, provided the flow of work can be smoothly
controlled. And no backlog of any size need affect the length of time
taken to process whatever materials are actually processed, according
to the established rules of priority. High priority materials, in other
words, can flow rapidly through the processes regardless of any
backlog of low priority materials. The technical lag does not even in-
volve fundamentally the elaborateness of the work done (although
elaborateness does contribute to delay), since the expenditure of four
instead of two hours, for example, on the complete processing of a
book still would not explain a sojourn of many weeks in the processing
departments. Indeed, a pertinent way of framing the entire question
of the technical lag is this: why should it take so long to process a
book when the total amount of work spent on it by both the Acquisition
and Catalog Departments does not exceed several hours?
The staff needs to study its' technical lag, and to that end it is
suggested that, first of all, it keep records of the time taken to
complete the major steps in the acquisitional and the cataloging pro-
cesses. The order cards should be regularly dated upon receipt as well
as when the order is placed. It Should be dated when the book is
received (instead of recording the date of billing) as well as when the
book is forwarded to the catalogers. The catalogers, then, should
date the photocopy of the order card (instead of the book itself) when
the book is sent to the markers. An analysis of the photocopies of the
order cards would then supply complete and accurate information,
except on marking and card preparation and filing. Still more detailed
records should be developed from time to time on a spot-check basis.
It is believed that if the staff really knew how long most orders and
books remain in process--that is, precisely how long the readers
wait for them--they would quickly develop a collective conscience
about the matter and find ways to expedite the flow of work.
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SUMMARY
Following is a brief summary of the principal, suggestions offered
in this report:
I. it is suggested that the present order procedure be analyzed and
compared with the more conventional multiple form procedures and espec-
ially that means of combining the advantages of the two types of systems
be explored.
2. It is suggested that the library establish a central serial
record and reorganize its serial procedures around that new tool.
3. It is suggested that a simpler and more efficient binding
procedure be adopted as soon as possible.
4. It is suggested that one of the two shelf-lists be discontinued:
a.) The public shelf-list, if a more satisfactory system for
showing locations of books and serials and holdings of serials can
be devised, or
b.) The official shelf list. In any case it is suggested that the
posting of serial and periodical holdings in the official shelf-list
be discontinued.
5. It is suggested that, given a larger proportion of non-profes-
sionals in the Catalog Department, cataloging with L. C. cards and
preliminary cataloging be assigned largely to non-professionals.
6. It is suggested that the pre-cataloging procedure be extended
to materials other than those that require no subjects, that the procedure
be transferred to the Catalog Department, and that a new name be
found for the pre-tcataloged" collection,
7. It is suggested that a new plan for the future handling of
unbound pamphlets in the stack be adopted--a policy that would provide
for the cataloging of such pamphlets before they goto the stack and that
woUld assure prompt binding.
8. It is suggested that the more elusive and.ephemeral govern-
meht documerits be separately checklisted and shelved by issuing office
and that continuing study then be given to the extent to which this separate
collection might be developed into a future, full scale, document library.
9. It is suggested that new acquisitions for the 16th and 17th
century collection be cataloged currently, but not classified, by the
Catalog Department, that a special classification (possibly chronological)
be adopted and applied by the rare book staff, that cards be made for the
main catalog, and that the existing collection be also cataloged in the
same manner as time permits. It is further suggested that locked cases
for rare books be provided in the Catalog Department and that more
ample quarters be sought for the rare book collections.
10. It is suggested that the existing plans for a new Photo Repro-
duction Laboratory be implemented, that the XeroX and multilith pro-
cesses be included in this laboratory, that a directorship be established
at appropriate"rank and salaryi that the new director be responsible
to the Administrative Assistant in the .Director's Office, and that the
laboratory be developed in the future as a complete, self-contained
unit for the photographic repro4uction of library materials.
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11, It is suggested that the ratio of non-professional to profes-
sional staff be increased further in the technical departments, that
various jobs now assigned to professionals be re-assigned to non-p :o-
fessiondýs, that more effective use of library school students be attempted,
and that non-professional salaries be so increased as to encourage the
development of a more stable career service among non-professionals
other than students and their wives.
12. It is suggested that records be kept of the time taken, at
various stages, to process orders, books, and catalog cards, and that
every available method of good management be employed to reduce that
time in the interest of the reader.
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